
Mâconnais

Pouilly-Fuissé 1er Cru

Chardonnay

Le Clos is a gently sloping single

parcel that faces east. It is located

between the house of Domaine

Ferret and the village church. This

parcel, the smallest among those that

produce the Têtes de Cru and Hors

Classe cuvées, covers 0.69 hectares

right next to the domaine's buildings.

Since 2020 vintage, and the 1ers Cru

arrival in our appellation, this wine,

situated in the heart of 1er Cru "Les

Perrières", change his name in honor

of Jeanne Ferret's mind. 

The plot is still the same.

Half the vines just reach 35 years old,

while the rest just turn their 50th

birthday.

These deep sandy loams are derived

from sedimentary clays and don't

contain any stony material. The

bedrock features seams of limestone

and marl-limestone.

Fermentations and ageing take place

in casks of which 25% of cask new,

75% of cask from 1 to 3 wines for 10

months. Then the ageing ends in

stainless steel tank always with all

their lees for another 9 months.

Bottling at the end of march 2022.
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Even though the level of water reserves at the end of 2019 gave

us plenty of reassurance as we headed into 2020, the growing

season began with a speed that took us all somewhat by surprise

due to the warm and relatively sunny weather in February. The

inevitable consequences followed: a historically early and

abundant vegetative growth (until the next record is broken...)

that set the pace for the rest of the growing cycle. Nevertheless,

the rains followed and it wasn't until mid-March, when the

streets emptied of people and the rain vanished, that we were

able to venture forth to undertake the various mechanised tasks

in the vineyard that had been held at bay by the soaked state of

the soil.

The first green shoots appeared towards the end of March on

the slopes of Fuissé. The 2020 vintage was, at this stage, around

a fortnight ahead of schedule compared to the average of the

past decade.

At the same time in 2019, at the tail end of the chilly spring, the

balmy weather that arrived in April saw the eventual spread of

ten leaves towards the end of the month. The speedy rate of

growth in 2020, therefore, saw us a month ahead of schedule

relative to the previous year. 

The welcome, if heavy, rainfall at the end of April did nothing to

slow growth, which continued at a frenetic pace. We were able

to work at the same feverish pace as the vines and the careful

management in the vineyard saw us able to direct the growth in

an appropriate direction.

In mid-May, reassured by a resumption of freedom and having

been given

permission to use our bicycles again, we were able to appreciate

the delicate

perfume of the vines' flowering. All the conditions for optimal

flowering and fruit set had been met.

The fragile return to relative normality in terms of weather

patterns and life in general during June gave us hope. Seasonable

temperatures, coupled with some welcome showers,

contributed to the swelling of the berries and the even

formation of bunches. Precious water reserves were replenished

before the advent of summer. There was no threat, however, of

downy mildew, while powdery mildew - our main worry - was

kept at bay, despite some initial concerns.

The first hint of veraison was seen in early July. At this stage, the

speed of development in 2020 was similar to that seen in 2007

and 2011, albeit slightly ahead of even those years. The month

of July also saw the arrival of significant meso-climatic influences

across not only the wider Maconnais region but even within the

appellation of Pouilly-Fuissé itself - differences that were seen
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With a rather gourmet and charming

nature, «Le Clos» 2020 remains

faithful to its terroir. Greedy with a

pastry touch, it is nevertheless not

devoid of freshness with these notes

of zest.

Grilled or poached fish with creamy

sauces, lobster, crayfish, snails in puff

pastry, chicken with truffles and

creamy cheeses.

Tasting

Food pairing

between the lieux-dits of individual communes. Although Fuissé

is often relatively short in terms of rainfall, this wasn't the case

in 2020. Towards the end of July and the beginning of August,

the lack of rainfall in the commune of Vergisson and the

northern Maconnais enhanced levels of concentration, while in

Fuissé and the south of the department milder weather and

much-needed rains allowed the berries to continue to swell and

hastened the ripening process.

Ripening progressed and it was therefore neither astonishing

nor rainy when picking began on 24 August.

Ignoring the doubts and fears of others, our three teams of

valiant pickers headed towards Fuissé.

Our pride in completing our annual adventure - and the joy of

being able to share the pleasure of doing so - lifted our hearts

and allowed us to leave our fears behind. Harvest was healthy

and abundant, the grapes were perfectly healthy.

These were the earliest harvest ever picked at the domaine -

the nearest comparison was 2003, when picking began on 30

August - but there was no threat of undesirable flabbiness in

the wines.

Despite the poor levels of rainfall in summer and temperatures

that bordered on heatwaves in August, the must was crystalline

in nature and the acidity levels significant. The cuvees are

paragons of precision and give no hint of a lack of balance or

alcoholic warmth.

The wines of the domaine remind us of the structure

and elegance of 2018, albeit enhanced with a little

more generosity and flesh.
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